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Even though Youyou was being protected in someone’s embrace to reduce impact, the force of falling 

from a height of more than twenty meters into the sea was undoubtedly the same as falling from a tall 

building! 

He tightened his breathing mask and greedily inhaled the thin oxygen. 

The mercenary who was protecting him suffered a huge blow to his head and had died on the spot from 

internal bleeding. 

Despite the fact that the man had breathed his last, he clung to the boy. Yet it was this protection that 

kept the boy locked in his arms as the man’s body fell and sank into the abyss. 

He was getting further and further away from the surface. Youyou kept reaching out, but it was all in 

vain! 

“Mommy…” 

He struggled to open his mouth and let out a string of blurry syllables. 

“Daddy…” 

“Brother…” 

He kept struggling, his survival instincts prodded him on. 

But there was also a greater reason. There was someone he cared about. 

“Yue… yao…” 

… 

The helicopter disintegrated in the air. Debris from the explosion kept falling into the sea and floated on 

the surface. 

Smoke filled the sky… 

… 

At five o’clock in the morning, the sky was beginning to brighten. 

The horizon stretched as far as the eye could see. 

Two huge armed ships sailed around the area where Youyou had fallen, while the aircraft carrier was 

docked at the center. The speedboat was lowered into the water, and search operations commenced. 

More than ten speedboats darted around on the sea surface, cleaning up the layer of oil as quickly as 

they could. 



An entire hour had passed. So many of his subordinates had been sent out, but so far, they had only 

managed to salvage some remains of the helicopter and a suitcase. The five hundred million dollars in 

the suitcase was actually intact. 

Little Yichen was still unconscious. 

Yun Shishi had been unconscious for a short period of time, but when she regained consciousness and 

received this grievous news, her heart skipped a beat! 

Youyou had fallen into the sea! 

Now, there was no news of him, and his fate was unknown! 

Yun Shishi could not take such a huge blow. She did not believe it, but when she rushed out of the cabin 

and saw the scene before her, she finally believed that Youyou had really fallen into the sea and 

disappeared. 

The cause of the crash was the explosion of the helicopter. However, the cause of the explosion 

remained unknown at this point. 

From a height of twenty meters in the air, he had fallen into the sea, no one knew if he was alive or 

dead. 

Unable to put his mind to rest, Mu Yazhe put on his diving suit and personally went to the sea to search 

for Youyou. 

Gong Jie, on the other hand, was calmly giving instructions while comforting the terrified Yun Shishi. 

Yun Shishi guarded the cabin and did not go anywhere. She was full of anticipation that the person in 

charge of the search operation would bring back good news, but apart from some debris, some parts, 

and a few floating corpses, there was no breakthrough. 

The deepest part of the ocean was thousands of meters deep. 

So far, the search team that had been sent out would mainly search 300 meters or less below the water 

surface. 300 meters. This was already pushing the limit of the search range. The deeper parts of the sea 

were depths that could not be reached. It was too dangerous and required the use of instruments. The 

ship was equipped with such instruments and had already been deployed for the operation. However, 

there had been no leads. 

The search area was shrinking. 

It would take a lot of effort just to salvage the debris alone. 

Looking for an eight-year-old child was like trying to find a needle in a haystack. 

“Commanding Officer!” A diver returned to report that he had found a body. 

Yun Shishi stood up agitatedly. Gong Jie immediately questioned what kind of corpse it was. 

Everyone held their breaths nervously, afraid of hearing the bad news. 
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The diver said, “The body was bound by chains and had been blown to smithereens by the explosion. 

However, through identification, we can roughly confirm that it was Dietris himself. After a brief 

examination, we found that explosives were strapped to him, so we now roughly know the cause of the 

accident.” 

“Explosives?” 

“Yes! Human bomb.” 

“…” Gong Jie gnashed his teeth in hatred! 

This cunning old thing was actually prepared to bring everyone down with him! 

Before the oxygen in the oxygen tank ran out, Mu Yazhe returned to the shore. He took off his diving 

goggles, looked back across the ocean, and bit his lips indignantly! 

He had searched for two hours without stopping. In the cold water, he had exhausted almost all his 

energy. 

He ate some compressed biscuits to replenish his energy, changed his oxygen tank, and prepared to 

enter the water again. 

Gong Jie stopped him. “Are you crazy? The sea is not like land. The energy consumption is several times 

higher. Don’t push yourself over the edge!” 

Mu Yazhe turned around to look at him and said in no uncertain terms, “We don’t know if Youyou is 

dead or alive. Do you want me to do nothing and wait on the shore? I can’t do that.” 

“At least, rest for a while!” Gong Jie added, “It’s going to be dangerous if you completely spend 

yourself.” 

“I know what I’m doing!” Before Gong Jie could get another word in, Mu Yazhe turned around and left 

quickly. 

Every minute and second was extremely precious to him now. The search operation had gone on for a 

grueling five hours, but there was no news. The golden rescue period was expiring, and the hope of 

survival was gradually diminishing! 

They found a few corpses, but apart from the three dead mercenaries, there was still no news of the 

pilot and Youyou. 

At once, he felt that something was amiss. 

In such a short period of time, it was impossible for a person to have sunk too deep, let alone be swept 

too far by the ocean waves. 

Gong Jie had already sealed off the sea area as quickly as he could. Basically, Youyou could only be in 

this area, so how could he not have located the boy? 



No matter how deep the ocean was, it would be impossible for a person to sink too deep because 

seawater had buoyancy. Three hundred meters was considerably deep. It would be impossible for a 

person to sink thousands of meters in a short time. 

This was inconceivable. 

Where is the boy? 

Gong Jie was anxious and worried. The sudden change in circumstances had caught him off guard. 

Yun Shishi was already on the verge of breaking down. She waited on high alert on the ship, not daring 

to close her eyes despite her extreme fatigue. 

She was worried that if she were to go to sleep, the entire world would be in chaos the moment she 

woke up! 

As more time passed without any news, her self blame deepened. 

If not for her, Youyou would not have been in such danger! 

She was an utter failure, having to rely on her two sons to bail her out of danger! 

She also came to know of Youyou’s other identity. 

She did not expect Youyou’s involvement with the Hurricane Group, nor did she know that Youyou was 

one of its core members. 

She originally thought that Youyou had a toy company that was currently under Li Hanlin’s management. 

She did not expect that there was so much more to it! 

She did not know much and was not in the mood to care, but she also knew that the culprit behind her 

kidnapping, Dietris, was really after Youyou! 

Dietris had a deep grudge against the Hurricane Group. Therefore, even if he died, he would take 

Youyou down with him! 

If only she had known, if only she had known… 

But no one can tell the future! And she was kept in the dark. 

It was because she was too weak. Youyou wanted to protect her, so they had kept the truth from her. 
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Yun Shishi’s pain was suffocating. If anything happened to Youyou, she would never forgive herself! 

Too much time had passed, and all those who had gone into the sea were exhausted. 

Of course, Gong Jie could not stop the operation. If he was not able to locate the boy in five hours, then 

let it go on for ten hours, twenty hours! 

He did not believe that there was not a single clue! 



But on the other hand, at this point of time, no news was the best news. 

… 

Hurricane Group headquarters. 

The medical center was on standby. 

The phone suddenly rang. 

Gong Shaoying’s expression turned serious after he took the call. Leading a troop of men, he came to 

the hangar. 

From a distance, a helicopter slowly flew over, circled around, and tried to make a landing on the 

helipad. 

The wind was a little strong. 

Gong Shaoying narrowed his eyes slightly. His gaze burned when he saw the helicopter touching down 

steadily on the helipad. 

The cabin door opened and a disheveled pilot jumped down. He was carrying a child wrapped in a 

blanket and hurried over to Gong Shaoying. 

Gong Shaoying asked in a quiet voice, “Is he alright?” 

The pilot took a deep breath, shook his head, and answered seriously, “Boss, fortunately, he’s not in too 

serious a condition. He just suffered some impact to the back of his head and fell unconscious.” 

Gong Shaoying lifted his hand and moved the blanket aside to reveal the child’s delicate but pale face. 

The child’s eyes were tightly shut. His long eyelashes were matted together by the congealed seawater, 

and his eyelids had a blue tinge to it, possibly because of the temperature of the seawater. 

His skin was extremely cold, there was little warmth emitting from his body. 

The seawater was icy cold. Having soaked in it for a long time, his originally fair face was even paler, 

almost completely drained of color. 

Because he had been wearing a breathing mask, there were dark red marks on his nose and mouth. 

The oxygen mask had been removed. 

But the child remained unconscious. 

Gong Shaoying’s expression changed slightly as he scrutinized the child’s face, and actually felt the 

stirring of some emotions. 

Resemblance. 

A great resemblance. 

Those eyebrows, those eyes, and that perky nose – they were somewhat similar to Mu Qingcheng’s. 

This child bore a strong resemblance to his grandmother! 



Especially his eyes, they reminded him of her. 

However, because he was injured, he looked extremely weak. 

Gong Shaoying was well aware of the child’s identity. Apart from being his grandson, the boy was also 

one of the core people in charge of Deva Eye. 

He had been kept in the dark for the past few years, and he didn’t know about it. 

However, after Youyou returned to the island with Gong Jie, someone leaked the news. When he 

returned to the headquarters, he heard some rumors. Following the clues, he soon found out the child’s 

identity. 

So it turned out that his daughter had given him such a talented grandson! 

All this time, he had never believed that the person who proposed the Deva Eye plan was really an eight-

year-old child. 

And what was even more unbelievable, was that this child was his grandson! 

He was so young, yet he had far surpassed all of the elders. 

The man was proud of this and felt all the more regretful that he had only just found out that Youyou 

was his grandson! 

He sighed deeply. 

“How is he?” Gong Shaoying’s heart ached. He immediately ordered, “Hurry up and send him to the 

medical center!” 

… 

At the medical center’s operating theater. 

Alice received the notice and rushed over. However, she was slightly stunned when she saw the child 

lying on the operating table. 

This child was not Gong Jie’s… 

Back then, Gong Jie had threatened and enticed her to keep this secret from Gong Shaoying. 

Did he already know? 
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Gong Shaoying was standing before the operating table. When he saw her, he summoned her over. 

“Alice.” 

“Yes.” 

“This is my grandson. I’ll leave him to you. You must save him!” 



Alice was stunned for some time. It was only when Gong Shaoying’s cold gaze fell on her that she 

hurriedly nodded. “I understand.” 

She dared not disobey Gong Shaoying’s orders. 

Before she arrived, her subordinates had already carried out a series of detailed tests on the child. 

Besides a few external injuries, a moderate concussion, and slight intracranial damage, the child’s 

various functions could be said to be very poor. 

How poor? 

If these conditions did not improve, he would not live past the age of 20. 

This was not an exaggeration. 

The medical elites at Hurricane Group’s headquarters were definitely the best in the world. 

Basically, this was a conservative estimate they made. 20 years was a relatively optimistic situation. 

The various functions of his biological system were not optimistic, especially his organs. Youyou’s heart 

was naturally fragile, weak to the point of failure, and his constitution was not satisfactory. 

Compared to Little Yichen, from the time of birth, Youyou’s physical condition had never been very 

good. Even though it had improved over years of meticulous treatment, the improvements were quite 

negligible. 

Alice picked up the report and flipped through a few pages. She said with a grave expression, “He has a 

serious heart issue.” 

“What is it?” 

“Congenital dysfunction.” 

Gong Shaoying’s heart sank when he heard this. 

“According to Gong Jie…” Alice said carefully, “This child was born prematurely. He was born before his 

due date. His brother’s physique is very strong, on the other hand. It’s probably because he took away 

nutrients from his mother’s body that this child had developed malnourishment.” 

There was a hint of coldness in Gong Shaoying’s eyes as he said, “You already knew about this child’s 

existence.” 

Alice’s heart skipped a beat and she did not speak for a moment. 

Gong Shaoying’s tone became even more dangerous. “The two of you hid it from me?” 

Alice responded with a shaking voice. “Sorry! I didn’t mean to hide it!” 

“Forget it, forget it!” Gong Shaoying waved his hand expressionlessly and said coldly, “I know, this was 

all his idea!” 

Alice kept silent. 

“You said that he has a heart issue. Given this, is there a corresponding treatment plan?” 



Alice looked up. After hesitating for a long time, she said slowly, “It’s not that I don’t have it. It’s just that 

I need some time.” 

Gong Shaoying frowned. “How long is a little time?” 

“Five years.” 

Alice continued, “Because we don’t know the extent, we can’t say for sure right now. However, there 

are conditions that can be improved.” 

“Does he need a heart transplant?” 

“No.” Alice said bluntly, “Even if it’s a heart transplant, no matter how brilliant the medical team is, his 

life expectancy will be no more than 10 years after the transplant. This is already the highest record in 

the medical world.” 

“Oh?” Gong Shaoying turned around, looked at her, and said slowly, “I’ll leave this child to you! You 

must give your greatest effort!” 

“Roger!” 

“However, there’s something else you must remember. This child is with me now. You are not to tell 

anyone about this!” 

After pausing for a moment, the man said meaningfully, “That includes Gong Jie!” 

Alice hesitated and said, “But… if this child wakes up and wants to return to his mother’s side, no one 

can stop him from leaving this place, given he’s an intelligent boy.” 
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Alice hesitated and said, “But… if this child wakes up and wants to return to his mother’s side, no one 

can stop him from leaving this place, given he’s an intelligent boy.” 

Alice gave her opinion. 

To this, Gong Shaoying responded with a frosty smile. He turned around and slowly sized her up. 

“Alice, you should know what this child means to me!” 

Alice nodded and said with a smile. “This child is your grandson and also your closest relative! To you, 

this is of utmost importance! More importantly, this child is gifted and is also a core member of Deva 

Eye project.” 

However, Gong Shaoying, being a stubborn man, just could not find it within himself to accept Mu 

Yazhe. 

Despite the many years that had passed, Gong Shaoying’s hatred for the Mu family had not faded in the 

slightest. It was not something that could be easily resolved with just a few words! 

However, Youyou had also made his stand clear. 



He stood by Mu Yazhe. If Gong Shaoying could not accept him, he would definitely not acknowledge him 

as his grandfather. 

This was heartbreaking for Gong Shaoying. 

More than ten years ago, the Mu family took away his love, and now, Mu Yazhe had taken his daughter 

and grandson. 

He had also mentioned to Gong Jie, even if Yun Shishi were to leave Mu Yazhe, she would not have lost 

everything. 

Today, Hurricane Group had already dominated the military firearms industry. The Gong family had 

many businesses. To him, Mu Yazhe and Shengyu Group were nothing! 

However, the father and two sons shared a close relationship. 

Youyou’s reliance on Mu Yazhe was something more than just a son’s reliance on a father. 

The boy was of the view that this man was his mother’s lifelong pillar. Hence, he acknowledged this man 

and defended him aggressively. 

Gong Shaoying, on the other hand, didn’t like this. He sneered, “Since you know, you should also know 

what to do!” 

For a moment, Alice didn’t know what to say. 

Gong Shaoying walked up to her and said meaningfully, “I heard that you used to be a hypnotist and an 

authority in the field of hypnosis.” 

Alice stared at him in disbelief. 

The man said faintly, “I remember that you once used a deep hypnosis technique to permanently seal a 

test subject’s memory.” 

“Yes…” 

Alice gave a heavy hearted nod. “If we use deep hypnosis, we can indeed achieve the means to seal 

memories. But must we do this?” 

Her doubt displeased Gong Shaoying. “Alice, don’t forget your position.” 

“…” 

“Youyou is my grandson and my flesh and blood. I won’t harm him!” 

Gong Shaoying turned around and his gaze fell on the operating table. There was an unconcealed 

affection in his eyes as he gazed at the unconscious child on it. “If I had any other choice, I wouldn’t be 

doing this!” 

He suddenly turned around and gritted his teeth. “I don’t want to do this either! But what other ways 

are there?! I can’t just have this child return to that man’s side! He already has everything! I won’t allow 

him to take Youyou away!” 



Alice was compelled to protest that Youyou was Mu Yazhe’s own flesh and blood, his beloved son. This 

was equally cruel to both Youyou and Mu Yazhe! 

However, she did not have the courage to speak up! After contemplating for some time, she finally 

nodded and said weakly, “I understand.” 

“Good.” Gong Shaoying added, “I hope you don’t disappoint me!” 
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Gong Shaoying added, “I hope you won’t disappoint me!” With that, he turned around and walked 

away. 

Alice walked to the operating table and lowered her gaze to look at Youyou’s tender and delicate face. 

She hesitated for a moment before raising her hand to gently caress his cheeks. 

Her red lips trembled a little and she closed her eyes dejectedly. 

“I’m sorry!” 

… 

The room was pitch dark and quiet. 

Smack! 

A light came on. 

Alice carried Youyou to the sofa and adjusted his sitting position. 

In his semi-consciousness, Youyou opened his eyes slightly. His cognition was in a state of confusion, and 

he was unable to differentiate between reality and dream. 

She walked over to the audio player, loaded a disk, and set the device at a low volume. 

Soothing music started playing. 

Alice gently bent over him and raised her hand, a pocket watch fell from it and gently swayed. 

Youyou opened his eyes. In the haziness, his vision gradually lost focus as the pocket watch continued to 

swing from side to side. Then, it became hollow and dark. 

He suddenly felt a ray of sunlight shining on him from above, enveloping him in warmth. 

Following that, he saw an endless expanse of sea before him. Under the sunlight, the golden beach was 

beautiful and dazzling. He walked on the beach and looked around, there was no one in sight. 

Suddenly, he had a splitting headache. 

He heard the gentle voice of a woman. 

“Who are you?” 



The boy turned around warily, but saw no one. 

“Who’s speaking?” 

The woman said, “What’s your name?” 

The boy answered without hesitation, “Yun Tianyou.” 

The woman asked, “What do you see?” 

Rubbing his eyes, Youyou turned around and saw his father standing behind him with a smile. 

The expression on his face became lively. “Daddy!” 

He threw himself at him with joy, but when he ran up to the man with his arms open, he caught nothing. 

He was stunned. When he looked again, the person before him had vanished into thin air! 

“Daddy?” 

“He’s not your daddy.” 

“What?” 

Youyou was taken aback. Before he could question her, the woman probed a little further, “Whom do 

you wish to see the most?” 

“Just who is speaking!?” Youyou asked blankly. He took a few nervous steps back and bumped into a 

soft body. He turned around in fright and saw Yun Shishi standing behind him, smiling gently at him. 

“Youyou, come here!” 

“Mommy!” Youyou walked towards her in a panic. He was on the verge of tears because he was so 

afraid. “Mommy…” 

Just as he reached out to grab her hand, she suddenly disappeared. 

“Mommy!” he shouted at the top of his lungs. “Mommy!” 

“Youyou!” 

Youyou heard someone calling his name again. He turned around and saw Little Yichen playing on the 

beach with Little Yueyao in his arms. 

The two little tots were busy building a sandcastle and having a great time. 

Little Yichen summoned him. “Youyou, come over and play with me!” 

Youyou did not dare to go over as he was afraid that the two people before him now would also 

disappear! 

“No…” The boy walked over hesitantly, isolated and helpless. “Don’t leave me…” 

He carefully raised his hand, but Little Yichen’s lively smile gradually disappeared and was replaced by a 

cold expression. “Youyou always bullies me. I don’t want to be with Youyou anymore!” 
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“I… I didn’t… ” 

He frantically explained, “Brother, I didn’t bully you…” 

“What about the amethyst bracelet I gave you?” 

Youyou quickly lowered his head to look at his wrist. The amethyst bracelet on his wrist had 

disappeared. “Where’s the bracelet?” 

“You lost it!” Little Yichen picked up Yueyao and said hatefully, “Yueyao, let’s go. Let’s ignore him!” 

Yueyao looked at him coldly and turned around to nestle in Little Yichen’s arms. Without another look at 

him, they turned around and walked into the sea. 

Youyou panicked and ran after them, but Little Yichen carried Yueyao further and further away. Half of 

his body was submerged in the sea now. 

“It’s dangerous! Come back!” Youyou rushed into the sea after them and shouted hysterically, “Don’t 

abandon me!” 

… 

“Brother, Yueyao, don’t abandon me! Wait for me!” 

A wave hit him, and he was instantly engulfed by the seawater. The salty water gushed into his mouth 

through his lips and teeth. He struggled with all his might, but his body sank deeper and deeper as he 

drifted towards the seabed. 

He struggled to open his eyes. In between gasping for air, Yun Na’s sinister and terrifying face flashed 

before his eyes. 

“It’s you!” He opened his mouth in shock as seawater surged into his lungs. 

His hands reached out in despair, as though trying to grab onto a life-saving straw. In the boundless sea, 

he found nothing to hang on to as the waves attacked him relentlessly… 

When he woke up again and opened his eyes, he found himself in a white and clean room. 

Surrounded by snow-white curtains, snow-white walls, and the snow-white sheets of the hospital bed, 

he sat up with a jolt and looked around. There was no one in the room. 

He was completely flustered. He cast the blanket aside and ran to the door, but it wouldn’t open. 

He pounded on the door in despair and cried, “Mommy! Mommy!” 

“Daddy! Daddy, where are you guys?” 

“Little Yichen, help me, help me…” 

… 



The door suddenly opened. 

He rushed out, only to find a group of strangers standing there. They regarded him coldly and whispered 

to each other quietly. 

“An unwanted child.” 

“Poor thing… he has no parents…” 

“An orphan, so pitiful…” 

“I have a daddy! I have a mommy!” Youyou shouted angrily. 

A voice came from overhead. “All that you see is your imagination. You have no mother or father.” 

“You’re lying!” 

He suddenly turned around, only to see darkness. Turning back again, the group of people had 

disappeared. He was in complete darkness, unable to see his own fingers. 

It was as if the ground he stood on was hollowed out and there was a bottomless abyss beneath him. He 

carefully took a step forward and heard footsteps approaching from ahead. 

Youyou spun around, and now saw Yun Shishi walking, slowly with her back to him. She was dressed in 

white, and her black hair was tied up with a headband. She looked gentle and beautiful. 

“Mommy!” Wiping away his tears, Youyou felt aggrieved and ran after her. “Mommy, don’t leave 

Youyou behind! Mommy, Mommy… I want a hug…” 

He caught up to Yun Shishi and reached out to carefully grab the corner of her shirt. “Mommy, Mommy, 

I want a hug…” 

The woman snapped out of her dazed state and flung his hand away. “Who are you?!” 

Caught off guard, he fell to the ground. He raised his head in confusion, and saw that Yun Shishi was 

looking at him coldly. “I’m not your mommy!” 

“Mom… ” 

“Don’t call me Mommy!” 

Yun Shishi’s expression instantly turned hostile as she said frostily, “You’ve got the wrong person!” 

“Sob sob sob…” 
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“Sob sob sob…” 

Youyou finally broke down. He threw himself at her and circled his arms around her waist as tears 

streamed down his face. “I’m Youyou! Mommy, how can you not recognize Youyou?! Mommy, I’m 

Youyou!” 



“I said you got the wrong person!” 

Yun Shishi pushed him away with all her might. Youyou lost his balance and stumbled backwards, and 

then felt himself falling into the abyss. 

“Arghhhh…” 

The boy cried in despair. “Don’t… Don’t abandon me! Don’t abandon me…” 

… 

When he woke, the sky was gray and overcast with dark clouds. It looked like the end of the world. 

Standing on the gloomy grassland, Youyou slowly strode forward and looked at the endless stretch of 

green. His body fell limply to the ground as he knelt there weakly and dejectedly. 

He heard the woman’s voice again, asking him, “Who are you?” 

Exhausted, the boy looked up and opened his eyes. The dark clouds overhead was a reflection of his 

gray inner world. 

“Who am I?” He opened his parched lips and muttered, “Who am I?” 

He could no longer remember… 

He felt as if he had just had an exhausting dream. When he woke up, he had no idea where he was. 

“What’s your name?” The woman asked again patiently, “What’s your name?” 

Youyou’s eyes widened in confusion and despair as he muttered to himself, “What’s my name?” 

“What do you see?” 

The boy looked around and shook his head. “I don’t know.” 

The grass on the grassland continued to wither, and in an instant, heavy rain poured down. In the rain, 

he struggled to open his eyes, allowing the rain water to run into them, stinging them painfully. 

In the rain, an unfamiliar man walked over. He stood in front of Youyou and bowed slightly. 

The boy looked at him in confusion but did not react. 

“Do you know him?” 

“No.” The boy shook his head. “Who is he?” 

“He’s from the Mu family.” 

“The Mu family?” 

“His name is Mu Yazhe.” 

Youyou repeated the name silently, feeling a strange emotion as he did so. 

“Do you hate him?” 



The boy rubbed his eyes as tears rolled down his cheeks. He wasn’t sure why he was crying, but when he 

heard the woman’s voice, he murmured doubtfully, “Should I hate him?” 

The man gradually disappeared. 

In an instant, the world around him changed. 

Youyou stood up. Everywhere he looked was dark and endless. There was boiling magma below and a 

pile of bones in the middle. An eerie sense of fear took root in him. 

“Do you remember your name?” 

“I don’t know…” The boy shook his head.” I don’t know anything…” 

“So what do you know?” 

Trembling, the boy hugged himself tightly and replied, “All I know is that I’m alone—” 

Alone. He was all alone. 

“You’re not alone.” 

The boy looked up in disbelief. 

“You have a name.” 

“I have a name?” 

He stood up and retorted, “Liar! I don’t have a name! I don’t have a name!” 

“You have a name.” 

The woman spoke unhurriedly, “Your name is…” 

… 

In the darkness, along with a hoarse gasp, a pair of fear-filled eyes snapped open. A ray of moonlight 

shot into those eyes, causing the pupils to contract violently. 

The incandescent light overhead swayed rhythmically, but a pitch black surrounded him. Under the dim 

light, the lonely shadows tugged at him, it was almost suffocating. 

After waking from the nightmare, the fear in the child’s eyes gradually faded and regained focus. In an 

instant, his expression became cold and calm. 
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He was spent. It was as if he had just woken from a dark nightmare. In that nightmare, there were many 

strangers. 

The child stood up, his body swaying slightly as he looked around. 

There were people coming and going in the medical center. 



The cold light fell on him, there was no warmth in it. 

He was wearing a white hospital gown. The lapel of his shirt was slightly open, and it was covered with 

thin discs that could detect heartbeat and pulse. 

Alice walked over and smiled at him. “Fan, you’ve awakened?” 

“Uh huh.” 

He slowly sat up, held his forehead, feeling exhausted. “I think I had a very long nightmare,” he said. 

Alice smiled. “Nightmare? What kind of nightmare?” 

His looked a little stunned as he smiled. “Someone called my name, but that’s not my name.” 

“Oh?” 

“Youyou…” He uttered these two words unfeelingly. 

He heard someone call him… Youyou… 

The funny thing was, he even dreamed of a woman. He kept running after the woman who had her back 

to him, but she did not even turn around. 

He had already forgotten what that woman in his dream looked like. 

Alice was taken aback. She thought he had already been completely brainwashed. Many memories had 

been sealed. However, he still had a deep memory of the name “Youyou” that he could recall. 

It seemed that it would take some time to completely seal his memories. 

Alice hugged him and said gently, “Gong Fan, it was just a nightmare. Just leave it behind when you 

wake up!” 

“Mmm hmm…” 

… 

When Gong Shaoying walked in, Youyou was lying on the operating table. He was in a deep coma and 

had just undergone the sixth level of hypnosis. His tender face was covered in cold sweat, and his eyelids 

were spasming violently. Suddenly, a stream of tears slowly formed and made its way down on each of 

his temples. 

Gong Shaoying walked over and looked at him. Even though he was in a deep coma, the boy’s weakness 

and helplessness was evidently reflected on his face. 

To him, this might be a nightmare. 

However, in reality, his memories were being sealed away bit by bit. 

Usually, there were not many opportunities to use this method. It was most often used during the 

retirement of some mercenaries. Alice may choose to seal all their memories of the Hurricane Group 

before releasing them. 



However, few mercenaries from Hurricane Group chose to retire. 

Gong Shaoying asked, “Have all his memories been sealed?” 

“It still needs careful observation.” 

Alice sighed. “This is an extremely painful process.” 

“…” Gong Shaoying suddenly fell silent. 

After some time, sensing this pain in his heart, he suddenly asked, “How painful is it?” 

“This child is extremely attached to Yun Shishi’s and Mu Yazhe’s memories. Initially, he was very 

resistant to it, so the first hypnosis attempt failed.” 

“Failed?” 

Gong Shaoying said meaningfully, “It’s rare for you to use that word.” 

Alice looked up and said helplessly, “He was very resistant to the new term “Gong Fan”. I rehearsed a 

new memory for him, but he did not accept it and retaliated strongly. It was only after the third degree 

of hypnosis that I barely succeeded.” The deeply experienced hypnotist, Bily Alice, could replace those 

old memories with new ones using advanced hypnotism. 

Gong Shaoying named him “Gong Fan”. 

Chapter 3370: Nirvana (11) 

Gong Shaoying named him “Gong Fan”. 

Alice hypnotized him and led him into a dream. In the dream, she guided him to accept new memories. 

She had imparted to him that he was Gong Fan, the eldest son of the Gong family’s third generation. 

He grew up in the Gong family and was the core person in charge of the Deva Eye project. He was also 

one of the possible future candidates who would inherit the Hurricane Group. 

She had also instilled hatred and resentment towards the Mu family. 

Now, they were at the fifth level of hypnosis. If all went well, the boy’s pre-existing memories would be 

completely sealed after the tenth level of hypnosis. 

“Will he be able to recall those memories in the future?” Gong Shaoying asked, being concerned about 

this. 

Alice shook her head. “Memories can never be erased. They can only be sealed away. However, it will be 

very difficult to recall memories that are buried so deeply!” 

Gong Shaoying was slightly relieved. 

He lowered his head and looked at Youyou’s sweaty face. Alice, however, was rather worried, and 

pointed out, “This child has two personalities.” 

“Split personality?” 



“Yes.” Alice continued, “He has an innocent side but also a dark side.” 

Split personality is a condition where a person has two relatively independent personalities that are 

distinct. It is a serious psychological disorder. 

Generally speaking, a normal person would have two or more thoughts at the same time. Human nature 

itself has an evil side. The evil side usually has strong desires and ambitions. 

In split personality, the set of memories of each personality are independent and usually will not 

interfere with each other. 

Youyou had a split personality. 

This came as a surprise to her. 

The naive side was his true side, and also his initial personality. 

As for the dark side, it stemmed from the dark scenes of his childhood. Greatly influenced by them, he 

had developed a second personality. 

However, this second personality had always been suppressed by the naive side and was rarely 

triggered. 

Youyou had always wanted to protect Yun Shishi. He did not hold anything back when it came to his 

mother. He relied on her and yearned for her. Hence, his pure and kind side had always suppressed his 

second personality. 

It was only under special circumstances that his other personality would emerge. 

Alice had entered Youyou’s memory and discovered this personality. She also discovered all the dark 

memories in this personality. These memories did not interfere with the memories of the original 

personality. 

However, after Alice sealed the memories regarding Yun Shishi and erased all the memories of Mu 

Yazhe, Little Yichen, and Yueyao, the initial personality quickly disappeared as well. 

The second personality became dominant. 

Alice said calmly, “His original personality is completely gone.” 

She was a little vexed. In the dream, Youyou was struggling terribly. She kept setting up desperate and 

miserable dreams for him, with the purpose of sealing those memories. 

However, eventually all that was left was a child who was as empty as a walking corpse. 

Gong Shaoying remained silent. 

He turned around and said unhurriedly, “Is there a preliminary plan for his heart problem?” 

“No.” 

Alice said, “It will take some time to establish the plan. After all, I don’t know enough about his 

condition.” 



“Do it as soon as possible!” 

“I understand.” Alice returned to the operating table and gently placed her right hand on his forehead, 

feeling the dampness of the cold sweat on her palm. 

“No…” Youyou suddenly clenched his fists and gritted his teeth, muttering, “No…” 

 


